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Abstract. We address the problem of protein secondary structure prediction with
Hidden Markov Models. A 21-state model is built using biological knowledge and
statistical analysis of sequence motifs in regular secondary structures. Sequence
family information is integrated via the combination of independent predictions of
homologous sequences and a weighting scheme. Prediction accuracy with single
sequences reaches 65.3% and raises to 72% of correct classification with profile
information.
Keywords: α-helix, β-sheet, prediction.

1 Introduction

Proteins are the main actors of living cells. Many cellular constituents are
made out of proteins. Almost all enzymes are proteins, cellular pumps and
motors are made out of proteins.

The function of a protein strongly depends of its 3D-structure. For in-
stance, enzymes need to have a tight spatial complementarity with their
substrates (reaction partners). Thus knowledge of a protein structure gives
relevant clues to its function.

Since genome sequencing started, the even widening gap between the
number of protein sequences and protein structures available in databases en-
hances the utility of structure prediction methods. Because of the structure-
function relationship, structures are more conserved than sequences during
evolution and therefore different sequences can have the same 3D structure.

Structure prediction methods fall into two categories:

• comparative modeling if a related structure is known and can be used to
derive a global model,

• de novo prediction if there is no related structure available.

We are presently interested in the latter. De novo prediction methods of-
ten require a first step of local structure prediction: secondary structure
prediction in our case. Three canonical classes of secondary structures are
considered : α-helices, β-strands and coil, see figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Secondary structure of proteins. A 3D protein structure (center) can be
described in term of secondary structures: α-helices, β-strands (left side) and coil
(right side). Only C-α are shown, periodic substructures are indicated in black in
the full 3D structure.

α-helices and β-strands are geometrically periodic sub-structures frequently
occurring in 3D structures (about 50% of residues in proteins are involved in
α-helices and β-strands). Coil denotes all sequence segments which do not
fall into one of these two categories.

We use Hidden Markov Models to predict the three classes of secondary
structure. The model is built using prior biological knowledge and pattern
analysis in protein sequences.

2 Data set

The data set is a subset of 2530 structural domains taken from ASTRAL 1.65
[Brenner et al., 2000], determined by X-ray, with a resolution factor less than
2.25 Å and less than 25% sequence identity. Secondary structure definition
is given by an assignment method developed in our laboratory (manuscript
in preparation) or by STRIDE method [Frishman and Argos, 1995]. 489743
residues have a defined secondary structure in our data set. 2024 sequences,
randomly selected, are used in a four-fold cross validation procedure: three
quarters of these sequences are used for parameter estimation and one quarter
is used for the test. The remaining 506 sequences are used as an independent

test set. This test set is never used to estimate model parameters. The use of
an independent test set allows to check that no bias is introduced during the
model design when searching for characteristic motifs in secondary structures
(see hereafter). The number of residues with a defined secondary structure
are 94790, 101521, 99796 and 99031 in the cross validation subsets and 94605
in the independent test set. The secondary structure contents are similar in
all the subsets: about 39% of residues in α-helix, 24% in β-strand and 37%
in coil with our assignment and 38%/22%/40% with STRIDE assignment.
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3 Hidden Markov Models: application to secondary

structure

In a Markovian sequence, the character appearing at position t only depends
on the k preceding characters, k being the order of the Markov chain. Hence,
a Markov chain is fully defined by the set of probabilities of each character
given the past of the sequence in a k-long window: the transition matrix.
In the hidden Markov model, the transition matrix can change along the
sequence. The choice of the transition matrix is governed by another Marko-
vian process, usually called the hidden process. Hidden Markov models are
thus particularly useful to represent sequence heterogeneity. These models
can be used in predictive approaches: some algorithms like the Viterbi algo-
rithm and the forward-backward procedure allow to recover which transition
matrix was used along the observed sequence.

In our case, it is known that different structural classes have different
sequence specificity. Intuitively we want to use different Markov chains
to model different secondary structures. Figure 2 illustrates the HMM-
translation of our secondary structure prediction problem.

D        E         V       H       A         S       V                            I

H        H         H       H       C        B       B          ....             C

Fig. 2. Secondary structure prediction via a hidden Markov model. The upper
line represents the secondary structure along a protein sequence: H for a residue
in α-helix, B for β-strand, C for coil. The arrows between symbols symbolize the
first order dependency of the hidden process. The lower line represents the amino-
acid sequence of the protein. This is the observed sequence. Arrows between the
two lines symbolize the dependency between the observed sequence and the hidden
chain. The forward/backward algorithm will be used to recover the hidden process
from the observed sequence.

The hidden process to be recovered is the secondary structure of the pro-
tein. The observed process is the amino-acid sequence. The hidden chain
process is a first order Markov chain. Each hidden state is characterized by a
distribution of amino-acids. Due to the large alphabet size, the order of the
observed chain is 0, which means that amino-acids are independent condition-
ally on the the hidden process. We use the software called SHOW1[Nicolas
et al., 2002] to design and train the model and to recover the hidden process.
The prediction is achieved with the forward/backward algorithm. Note that
this algorithm provides the probability associated to each hidden states at
each position.

1 http://www-mig.jouy.inra.fr/ssb/SHOW/
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The simplest model for three-classes prediction is a HMM with three hid-
den states, each state accounting for a secondary structure class. Parameter
estimation of such a model is straightforward because the segmentation is
fully determined. But the performance of this model is limited: the Q3
score (proportion of residues with correct prediction) is 58.3%. A random
prediction gives a Q3 score equals to 34.5%.

We thus want to design a model that takes into account the specific fea-
tures of secondary structures.

4 Model of α-helices

A well-characterized sequence motif in α-helices is the amphiphilic motif, i.e.,
a succession of two polar residues and two apolar residues. This motif occurs
when an helix has a side facing the solvent (thus preferentially supporting
polar residues) while the other side faces the core of the protein (preferen-
tially supporting apolar residues). This motif is very frequent. With the
amino-acids classification; A,V,L,I,F,M,W,C=hydrophobic (h), S,T,Y,N,Q,-
H,P,D,E,K,R=polar (p), the motif hhpphh or pphhpp is found in 24% of the
helices in our cross-validation set. Glycine (G) residues do not exhibit strong
preference for either polar or apolar environment. It is thus considered as a
special type of residue and left apart. When reduced to hhpp or pphh, the
motif is found in 69% helices. Figure 3 shows the model we propose to take
into account the amphiphilic nature of α-helices. States H5 and H6 help to
fit the periodicity of an α-helix which is 3.6 residues.

States with hydrophobic preference favour amino-acids A, V, L, I, F, P
and M. States with polar preference favour S, T, N, Q, H, D, E, K and R.

H1 H2

H3H4

H6

H5

Polar preference

preference
Hydrophobic

Fig. 3. Model for amphipatic helices

5 Model of β-strands

There is no strong motif characterizing β-strands similar to the amphipatic
motif for α-helices. Characteristic motifs are found using a statistical ap-
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proach based on exceptional words. A word is over (resp. under)-represented
if its frequency in the data is significantly greater (resp. lower) than its
expected frequency under some Markovian model. The R’MES software2

[Bouvier et al., 1999] is dedicated to this task. Amino-acids are grouped as
before, the G is put into the hydrophobic group. Sequences of β-strands
and α-helices in the cross-validation set are analyzed with R’MES using the
Gaussian approximation.

Because the HMM uses a zero order for the observed chain, exceptional
words when compared to a zero order Markov model are interesting. Inter-
esting words should also be frequent in absolute (over-represented words are
not necessarily frequent) and must not be over-represented in α-helices. We
also consider some frequent words, although not over-represented, if they are
under-represented in α-helices. Table 1 contains interesting words found in
β-strand with R’MES. The over-representation is assessed by R’MES. The
relative abundance is evaluated by looking at rank of the word when sorted
according to the frequency.

Motif Occurrence in β-strands Occurrence in α-helices

hphp over-represented and frequent under-represented and not frequent

phph over-represented and frequent under-represented and not frequent

pphhh over-represented and very frequent under-represented and not frequent

pphph over-represented and very frequent under-represented and not frequent

hhhhp not over-represented, but very frequent under-represented and not frequent

phhhhp not over-represented but very frequent under-represented

Table 1. Interesting motifs in β-strands

Figure 4 shows the model we propose to take into account these words in
β-strands. Words hphp and phphp are favoured by the alternation between
states b1 and b2. This alternation corresponds to the case of β-strands at
the solvent interface with one side facing the solvent and one side facing
the core of the protein. The transition from state b4 to itself favours long
runs of hydrophobic amino-acids in words pphhh, hhhhp, phhhhp. Long
runs of hydrophobic residues are seen when β-strands are buried in the core
of proteins. The transition between b2 and b3 favours the apparition of two
polar amino-acids surrounded by hydrophobic ones appearing in words pphhh
and pphph.

Note that the study of exceptional words on α-helices reveals that the
motifs occurring in amphipatic α-helices are over-represented.

2 http://www-mig.jouy.inra.fr/ssb/rmes/
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Fig. 4. Model for β-strands

6 Complete HMM for secondary structures

Models of β-strands and α-helices are merged to form a full model of sec-
ondary structures.

b1 b2

b3 b4

Polar preference
preference
Hydrophobic
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b5

b6

HELIX COIL STRAND

Fig. 5. Full model for secondary structure

Figure 5 shows the full model. Models of α-helices and β-strands integrate
informations about frequent/over-represented words, but they don’t necessar-
ily reflect the totality of motifs in periodic structures. To allow the presence
of β-strands and α-helices that do not fit well in the constrained models, two
“generic” states were added (H7, b5). These states show no prior preference
for polar or hydrophobic amino-acids. Transitions are allowed between all
states of the constrained models and the “generic states”. Specific states are
added at secondary structure ends (H8, H9, b6, b7), as it is known that there
are specific signals such as helix-caps. The coil is not well characterized yet,
except the states preceding and following regular secondary structures.
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Initial parameters for estimation by the EM algorithm are set as follows:

• Initial transition probabilities are set to 1

n
, with n the number of outgoing

states.
• Initial emission probabilities are derived from those obtained on a simple

3-states model. Emission probabilities are manually modified to favour
the apparition of polar amino-acids and penalize the emission of hy-
drophobic amino-acids in polar-preferring states (and vice-versa). No
such bias is introduced in other states.

Prediction of the three structural classes (α-helix, β-strand, coil) is achieved
by the forward-backward algorithm. The predicted structure is the one with
the greatest posterior probability.

7 Integrating information from homologous sequences

in the prediction

Protein structures are more conserved than sequences during evolution. Thus
different sequences can have the same structure. This information has been
successfully used in secondary structure prediction methods [Rost, 2003].
To integrate this information, the prediction is done independently on each
sequence of a family. These sequences are detected using a search with PSI-
BLAST against a database were the redundancy is reduced to 80% sequence
identity. This search generates an average number of 60 sequences per family.
Independent predictions are combined with a weighting scheme to generate
a prediction for the sequence family using the formula

P (state = S/family) =
∑

i

λi × P (state = S/sequencei)

with P (state = S/sequencei) provided by the forward-backward proce-
dure and λi the weight of sequence i in the family. Sequence weights are
computed as proposed in Henikoff and Henikoff [Henikoff and Henikoff, 1994].

Prediction on single sequence provides an accuracy of 65.2% residues cor-
rectly classified when compared to our secondary structure assignment, on
the cross-validation test set. This score is 65.3% on the learning set and
65.6% on the independent test set. When compared with stride assignment,
the accuracy is around 66.3% for all data sets. Hence, we experienced no
over-fitting on the training data.

With the family sequence information, the percentage of correct predic-
tion is in the range 71.3 to 72%. Best available methods, that also use
sequence families, have achieved accuracy in the range of 78% (reported for
reasonnably big datasets on the continuous evaluation server EVA,
[Koh et al., 2003]). Thus our results are not fully satisfying yet. However we
think that our approach is promising because our model is relatively small,
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statistically speaking: the number of independent parameters is only 471.
Most of existing methods use neural networks. The number of parameters,
when reported, seems to be of the order of thousands [Pollastri et al., 2002].
Moreover, the graphical nature of hidden Markov models allows intuitive data
modeling. Along this line, an important perspective of this work is to intro-
duce a geometrical description of coil. The coil class represents about 50% of
residues in proteins. Even a perfect three state prediction would leave half
of the data with no structural clue. We also think that the sequence family
information could be taken into account more efficiently that it is done here.
This is another of our perspectives.
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